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Comments Review
""" This is a block comment. It will 
continue across multiple lines, until it 
is closed with the proper characters """

# This is a single-line comment

x = 4 # single-line comments can come 
after code too
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Print Statement Review
# Print a string
print("Hello.")

# Print an integer
x = 10
print(x) # Prints with no formatting
print("x = {:d}.".format(x))

# Print an integer and always include +/- sign
print("Integer = {:+d}.".format(42)) 

# Print a float
print("Pi is {:f}.".format(3.141592))

# Print a float with 4 decimal places
print("Pi is {:.4f}.".format(3.141592)) 
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If… then Review
# ----- if... else if... else syntax -----------------

if (condition1 == True):
    # Everything indented here is run if condition1 is true

# if condition1 isn’t true, check condition2
elif (condition2 == True):
    # Everything indented here is run if condition1 is     
    false, but condition2 is true

else: # if neither condition1 or condition2 are true, do 
this 
    # Everything indented here is run if both condition1 and 
    condition2 are false
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For Loops Review
# ----- for loop syntax ---------------------------
for counter in sequence:
  # do something 
# Everything indented here is run during each  
# loop until the sequence is finished

# ----- for loop example --------------------------
for counter in range(10) 
# do something  
# This would run 10 times 
# The values of counter would be 0, 1, 2, …, 9
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Variable that's 
incremented

What to loop over... a few options for what



While Loop Review
// ----- while loop syntax -------------------------

while (condition == True):

# If the condition is true, run the code here.

# Once the code in the indented block is 
finished, check the condition and repeat.

# If the condition is not true at the first check 
above, this will never be run.
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The condition is tested at the 
beginning of each iteration



def printRepeatPhrase(repeat, phrase):
 for counter in range(repeat):
    print(phrase)

Python Functions
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Function 
Name

Input 
Variable 
Names

Nothing is 
returned from 
this function

Must Space/tab Consistently – Remember that 
in Python, whitespace matters

Says "This is a 
function"



To Use That Function
def printRepeatPhrase(repeat, phrase):
 for counter in range(repeat):
    print(phrase)

# Assign values
numRepeats = 3
textToPrint = "Hello"

# Call the function
printRepeatPhrase(numRepeats, textToPrint)
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Here, numRepeats is equal to 3, meaning Hello would 
be printed to the REPL three times.



Connecting to the REPL
• Will need to use some serial terminal 

• Serial Settings 
- Baudrate = 115200bps 
- Date bits = 8 bits 
- Parity = None 
- Stop bits = 1 
- Flow control = none 
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CoolTerm Settings in Windows
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This may 
need to 
change 
for your 
computer



CoolTerm Terminal in Windows…
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Cool-Term Settings on macOS
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This may need 
to change for 
your computer



CoolTerm Connection on macOS
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CoolTerm Connection on macOS
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CoolTerm Connection on macOS
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Special Commands in the REPL
• Control-d will perform a soft reboot
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Special Commands in the REPL
• Control-d will perform a soft reboot

• Control-e will enter paste mode
- Paste as usual
- Use Control-d to exit paste mode
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Recommended Workflow
• Connect the board to your computer and start the 

REPL in CoolTerm

• Work on scripts (mostly main.py in MCHE201) in a 
local folder with Atom

• Drag edited versions to PYFLASH

• Control-d in the REPL to perform a soft reboot and 
run edited main.py
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MicroPython Files
•boot.py 

- Runs every time the 
pyboard boots

- Use for setup and 
configuration

•main.py
- Executed immediately after 
boot.py

- Use for your “main” code
- Can reference other files
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Minimum Viable boot.py
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# boot.py -- run on boot-up 
# can run arbitrary Python, but best to  
# keep it minimal 

import machine 
import pyb 

Minimum “Normal” boot.py
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These import statements 
make the code in those 
modules, libraries, or files 
available.



Using imports
Just prepend the variable or function you want to use 
with the “name” that you imported
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# Import the pyboard functions 
import pyb 

# To use a function from pyb, put pyb.  
# in front of the function name. 
RED_LED = pyb.LED(1)



Using imports
Just prepend the variable or function you want to use 
with the “name” that you imported
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# Import time module 
import time 

# sleep for 1 second 
time.sleep(1)        

# sleep for 500 milliseconds 
time.sleep_ms(500)   

# sleep for 10 microseconds 
time.sleep_us(10)    



Change (local-copy) main.py, to be…
# main.py -- put your code here! 

# import the pyboard module 
import pyb 

# Turn on the 1st LED 
pyb.LED(1).on()
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To run…
• Copy main.py to the pyboard

• Open CoolTerm to REPL

• Control-d to perform a soft reboot and run edited 
main.py
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Change main.py, to be…
# main.py -- put your code here!

import pyb   # import the pyboard module
import time   # import the time module

# Assign the 1st LED to variable RED_LED
RED_LED = pyb.LED(1)

# Now, we can control it using RED_LED
RED_LED.on()   # Turn the RED_LED on
time.sleep(5)  # Sleep 5 seconds
RED_LED.off()  # Turn the LED off
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How could we do this 5 times?
import pyb  # import the pyboard module
import time # import the time module

# Assign the 1st LED to variable RED_LED
RED_LED = pyb.LED(1)

# This for loop will run 5 times
for counter in range(5):
 RED_LED.on()  # Turn the RED_LED on
 time.sleep(2) # Sleep 2 seconds while on
 RED_LED.off() # Turn the LED off
 time.sleep(2) # Sleep 2 seconds while off
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An Alternate Solution
import pyb  # import the pyboard module
import time # import the time module

# Assign the 1st LED to variable RED_LED
RED_LED = pyb.LED(1)

# This for loop will run 10 times
for counter in range(10):
 RED_LED.toggle()  # Toggle the RED_LED on
 time.sleep(2)     # Sleep 2 seconds
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Where can I find help?
• Full – http://docs.micropython.org/en/latest/
pyboard/ 

• Quick Ref – http://docs.micropython.org/en/
latest/pyboard/pyboard/quickref.html 

• REPL specific – http://docs.micropython.org/
en/latest/pyboard/reference/repl.html 

• More links coming to class webpage 

• If you don’t remember the syntax, look it up
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help() in the REPL
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Tab-completion in REPL
• Start your command, then hit tab to: 

- See options for completion 
- If only 1 option, fill in the complete function or variable 

name
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Tab-completion in REPL
• Start your command, then hit tab to: 

- See options for completion 
- If only 1 option, fill in the complete function or variable 

name
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Exercise 1
• Print the odd numbers between 1 and 27 

• Hint: A for loop would be a good way to do this.
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The Onboard Hardware
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LED 1
LED 2
LED 3
LED 4

STM32 
Processor

Reset ButtonUser Button

Accelerometer

MicroSD



The pyboard

30Image via micropython.org

http://micropython.org


Controlling the Onboard LEDs
• Numbered 1-4 
• Follow same pattern as earlier RED_LED example
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import pyb  # import the pyboard module 

# Assign the names to the onboard LEDs 
RED_LED = pyb.LED(1) 
GREEN_LED = pyb.LED(2) 
YELLOW_LED = pyb.LED(3) 
BLUE_LED = pyb.LED(4)



Onboard LED methods
• For all 4 onboard LEDs 

- on() – turn the LED on
- off() – turn the LED off
- toggle() – toggle the state of the LED

• For the third (yellow) and fourth (blue) LEDs
- intensity() – set or get the brightness of the LED

✦ If a number is inside, set to that value (between 0-255)
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Onboard LED methods
• For all 4 onboard LEDs 

- on() – turn the LED on
- off() – turn the LED off
- toggle() – toggle the state of the LED

• For the third (yellow) and fourth (blue) LEDs
- intensity() – set or get the brightness of the LED

✦ If a number is inside, set to that value (between 0-255)
✦ If no argument, get the current intensity
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LED Intensity Example
# Assign the 4th LED to variable BLUE_LED 
BLUE_LED = pyb.LED(4) 

BLUE_LED.on()          # Turn fully on 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.intensity(128) # Set to ~1/2 intensity 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.intensity(64)  # Set to ~1/4 intensity 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.intensity(1)   # Set to min. intensity 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.off()        # Turn it off
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LED Intensity Example
# Assign the 4th LED to variable BLUE_LED 
BLUE_LED = pyb.LED(4) 

BLUE_LED.on()          # Turn fully on 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.intensity(128) # Set to ~1/2 intensity 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.intensity(64)  # Set to ~1/4 intensity 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.intensity(1)   # Set to min. intensity 
time.sleep(1)          # Sleep 1 second 

BLUE_LED.off()        # Turn it off
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How could we improve this?



LED Intensity Example – Improved
# Assign the 4th LED to variable BLUE_LED
BLUE_LED = pyb.LED(4)

print("Turning on LED")
BLUE_LED.on()    # Turn on at full brightness
time.sleep(1)    # Sleep 1 second

print("Setting to 1/2 intensity")
BLUE_LED.intensity(128) # Set to ~1/2 intensity
time.sleep(1)      # Sleep 1 second

print("Setting to 1/4 intensity")
BLUE_LED.intensity(64) # Set to ~1/4 intensity
time.sleep(1)    # Sleep 1 second

print("Setting to min. intensity")
BLUE_LED.intensity(1)  # Set to minimum intensity
time.sleep(1)    # Sleep 1 second

print("Turning off LED")
BLUE_LED.off()    # Turn it off
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Exercise 2
• Print the odd numbers between 1 and 27 

• When the number is 13, print “Counter = 13... Bad 
Luck!!!” and turn on the red LED
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Reading the Onboard Button
• It’s a “switch” in MicroPython 

• We can: 
- Get its current state manually and/or 
- Set up code to run automatically any time it’s pressed 

• For both, we need to set up a “switch” object
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import pyb  # import the pyboard module 

# Assign the Switch object for  
# the onboard button to variable button 
button = pyb.Switch()



Manually Reading the Button
import pyb  # import the pyboard module 

# Assign the Switch object for  
# the onboard button to variable button 
button = pyb.Switch() 

# call the variable assigned like it’s a 
# function. It will return True, if 
pressed. 
button()
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Reading the Button Indefinitely
import pyb  # import the pyboard module 
import time # import the time module 

# Assign the Switch object for the onboard button 
# to variable button 
button = pyb.Switch() 

# The condition for this while is always true, so 
# it runs forever 
while (True): 
 # button() is True if the button is pressed 
 if (button()):  
  print("Button Pressed!") 
  
 time.sleep_ms(100) # Sleep 100ms between reading
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Exercise 3
• Turn on the green LED when the button is pressed 

• Turn on the red LED when it is not pressed
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